Molecular Insights into the Translesion Synthesis of Benzyl-Guanine from Molecular Dynamics Simulations: Structural Evidence of Mutagenic and Nonmutagenic Replication.
DNA can be damaged by many compounds in our environment, and the resulting damaged DNA is commonly replicated by translesion synthesis (TLS) polymerases. Because the mechanism and efficiency of TLS are affected by the type of DNA damage, obtaining information for a variety of DNA adducts is critical. However, there is no structural information for the insertion of a dNTP opposite an O6-dG adduct, which is a particularly harmful class of DNA lesions. We used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate structural and energetic parameters that dictate preferred dNTP insertion opposite O6-benzyl-guanine (Bz-dG) by DNA polymerase IV, a prototypical TLS polymerase. Specifically, MD simulations were completed on all possible ternary insertion complexes and ternary -1 base deletion complexes with different Bz-dG conformations. Our data suggests that the purines are unlikely to be inserted opposite anti- or syn-Bz-dG, and dTTP is unlikely to be inserted opposite syn-Bz-dG, because of changes in the active site conformation, including critical hydrogen-bonding interactions and/or reaction-ready parameters compared to natural dG replication. In contrast, a preserved active site conformation suggests that dCTP can be inserted opposite either anti- or syn-Bz-dG and dTTP can be inserted opposite anti-Bz-dG. This is the first structural explanation for the experimentally observed preferential insertion of dCTP and misincorporation of dTTP opposite Bz-dG. Furthermore, we provide atomic level insight into why Bz-dG replication does not lead to deletion mutations, which is in contrast with the replication outcomes of other adducts. These findings provide a basis for understanding the replication of related O6-dG adducts.